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Due tq the cOq\plex ll\echan~cp.~ ~ehavzi,ollr of re~l.soil there 

are considerabl~ 41fficulti~~ in ob~a1nin9 acc~rate ~q~utions 
. . 

to the boundary val~e pJ;ob;Lem~ 9f~o11meqh~n~cs. 'rhe majority 

of present· day methods of solutip~<h~l?en9,. ~ppp mq,th~matical 

idealisationsof toe. soil stl:'ess· :;;t~ain be1'l.avio\.u;to either 

perfectly plastic or perf(!otily elastic.· For the majority of 

problems bothaf these ·ia.eaJ.;~sations are unrea;j.ist:i,.c,and as a 

consequence the predictio~s made by cQnvemtiq:p.al m(i!tllo4l:i of analysis 

are prone to error. Ip ~40itionto the 4iffic~ltie8 of idealising 

the mechanical behav;l.our of the $o,i.~,th.~ pro~l,~~ themselves are 

usually of a complex nature, e.g,the p~oblemof a pier foundation 

rotating aQ0ut its upper surfq.ce as pQ;,tf'ayed in Fig.J. and dis

cussed by Roscoe (:+970) in tn.e Tenth llankine ~ectu:l:7e. 

Con5eg~ently experimental inves~igatiQ~ 01 the loa~ displace

ment relationships for tne1;>q\,1ndary vatl,ie ~robl~Ills 9; sqil mechanics 

is essential. Testing 9f full ~eale prototype st~uc;l't;.l1~es, although 

very necessary, is exp~n,E?iv.e a~d t1m~ con.suming, ~nd t~erefore 

the incentive and need to perform representative model tests is 

great. One may broadly classify mqdel testing, depencent upon the 

prime objectives, into three diE?tinct, but. interrelated, categories. 

These categories will be referred to as category I, 11 and Ill. 

CLASSlFICA~J;ON OF MOPELfi'EpTING 

Category I model tests are defiped as being concerned only 

with predicting the behaviour of a specific prototype structure 

from that of the model. Any speci~l g~ound conditions, i.e. soil 

strata, water conditions etc" suc~ as illustrated in Fig.2a for a 

pad foundation ~roblem, must be ~~ita~~¥ sim~lated in the model, 
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and so the results optained do, :pot have general appli~ability. 

In this type of model t,est theprinoiples of simil,aritymqst be 

satisfied before the results cq,n be ot practical use (e.g. 

Sutherland (1965)). However, the genera~ principles qiscQssed 

by Rocha (1957) and Roscoe (1968) shoqld_ensu~e wider application. 

of this type of model test, especially in the area of centrifugal 

model testing which allows the use of 'prototype' soil at Proto

type stress levels and under approXimately correct Conditions of 

stress and strain paths. Possibly one of the major a~vantages of 

centrifugal model testing is that processes such 9s primary con

solidation occur very much faster in the model th~n in the prQto

type, i.e. timeismodelied a~ N2 where N is the model scale. 

Thus for a 6~ scale model 2t hou;t:"s in.the mOdel i~ equivi;l.;Lent 

to 1 year in the profotype. 

The eecond· approach to modelling, defined as CategoryII, 

is to considerthatthemod~lis a small prbtotype structure 

itself and to compare its behaviour with that predicted by some 

method of analysis. For this approach to be useful it is of 

utmost importance that the model conforms with the assumptions 

inherent in the method of analysis adopted. Typical requirements 

would be that the soil is in a uniform state and that the influence 

of the boundaries of the container oftpe model may be ignored, 

e.g. as illustrated in Fig.2b for the bearing capacity problem. 

From the results of such tests it should be possible to assess 

the accuracy of various methods of analysis and also to confirm 

that the soil constants established from fundamental testing 

apparatus relevant to the stress conditions in the model can be 

used to predict the performance of the model. The results obtained 
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from such tests are not necessaril¥ Of immed~at~ ~$e i~ the 

design of a complex full scale prototype, but a~e o~ ~reat value 

in establishing certain' design principles.~xpe,~mentsof the 

above two types are inherentlY restri9ted by the nee~ to simulate 

real problems. This automatically leaqs to ~ thiF~ ty?e ot model 

test, defined as Category Ill, of which the ful~ ~c~~en~ed never 

exist, but which is designed specific~l~y to reve,ldetailed 

stress and deformation information about a p~o9~e~. Tne prime 

objectives of this type of test are to increa~e the understanding 
and 

of the soil behaviou~,/the soil st~uctu~e interacticn, suer that 

new methods of analysis may be developed which in tUrn wi~l lead 

to better design rules for use in the future.Sucn a ~o~el 

experiment, a narrow wall rotating about ;i. ts 8into sand, is '-- Is Ps 
illustrated in Fig.2c. 8y employing suCh a 'thin' plane strain 

model it is possible by radiography to obtain d~tailed information 

on the soil strain behaviour not possible on wider plane strain 

or 'three dimensional' models. 

In the past numerous workers have performed q variety of 

experiments falling into the above mentioned categOries. It is 

not possible to mention all here, but a few examples will be 

given to illustrate the categories further. Good examples of 

Category I type tests are to be found in the field ~ather than 

the laboratory and exist in the form pf instrumented trial earth 

structures,ie. test embankments. In certain cases nature has 

already carried out full scale tests in the form of natural slope 

failures, and in cases where careful site investigation establishes 

the relevant soil parameters and ground water cond~tiops tnese 

tests produce valuable compaJ;:"isons between theOrY and "exl?eriment 11 , 

(e.g. Skempton and Hutchinson (1969». 
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Without a centrifuge it is in general extremely difficult 

to perform representative small scale Category I type tests, 

due to the difficulty of modelling the soil. Witb t~~ centrifuge, 

however, this major difficulty may be overcome, since providing 

the soil grain sizes are sufficiently small the prototype soils 

may be used in the model. E~amples of such tests are given by 

Schofield and Lyndon (1970) on the short term stability of slopes 

in overconsolidated clay, and by Endicott (1971) on the settlements 

of a granular fill embankment sited on a substrata of soft clay 

and peat. Fig.3 shows the soil strata beneath the embankment and 

Fig.4 the displacements corres~onding to 'end of construction' and 

at a time corresponding to 1.3 years later. In the main the above 

mentioned tests were designed specifically to simulate real proto

type behaviour and thus may be considered to fulfil the require

ments of Category I tests. 

There are numerous examples of Category 11 type tests, 

since in general the majority of soil mechanics model testing falls 

into this category. One good example in Europe is the 'large' 

scale footing tests Performed at Karlsruhe University reported 

by Leussink, Blinde and Abel. They tested instrum ented founqations 

up to 1.5 metres square, in a 9 x 9 x 3 metre pit filled with 

uniformly compacted sand (see Fig.S). Due to the large size of 

their model they were able to determine the normal pressure 

distribution beneath their footing in .gredt detail. 

The work on passive walls reported by Rowe and Peaker (1965) 

represents a classic example of Category 11 type tests. They 

translated a vertical wall at various angles to the horizontal into 

sand, observing the mobilised angle of wall friction (0), the 

normal pressure distribution, load displacement relationships and 
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modes of failure. Typical results for two direptions of w~ll 

movement into dense sand are reproduced in Figs.6(a) and Cb). 

Some of the stress strain properties of the sand ~~plo¥~d are 

also shown in Fig.6(c). Study of these figures reveals three 

important features: (i) the importance of the diJ;'eotion of 

wall movement, i.e. the wall which was translated upwards ~t 45° 

to the horizontal has a peak passive earth pressure coefficient K . P 

of only 3.0 whereas the wall translated appro~imately hori~ontally 

generated a peak K of approximately 7.4. p 

(ii) the quite different load displacement rel~tionships 

for the two directions of movement, and 

(iii) the peak value of mobilised ~ obtained by back 

analysis employing conventional theory is considerably less than 

the peak ~ observed in the plane strain tests, i.e. ~m observed 

in wall experiments of between ~5° and 37° whereas peak ~ measured 

in fundamental plane strain test is approximately 43 9 • 

Rowe and Peaker explain this latter feature qualitatively 

Ly postulating the mechanism of progressive failvre. r have 

mentioned Rowe and Peaker's observations in some detail, since 

clearly in order to describe quantitatively the m~chanism of 

progressive failure appropriate Category III experiments need to 

be performed. 

Examples of Category III type experiments, with coh~Rianless 

soils, are shown in the work of arinch Hansen (1953) who observed 

r~lpture modes for a wide variety of idealised wall pro~lems, and 

mDre recently in the work of Butterfield, Harkness and Andrawes 

(1970) who have observed the detailed displacement fields associated 

with the problem of the penetration of a sand mass by a rigid wedge. 
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So-il mec;:hanics has now reaoh,ed a stage in itEidevelopment 

where the fundamental st:l:"E;lSS st:r;ain laws of engineer;i.ng SiQils 

are beginning to be understood. At the same time engin~er$ are 

under pressure to produce more econom-ic designs and bett.r pre

dictions of soil structure performance, A prediction of whetll~~ 

~ structure will stand up or fall down, although vital, is no 

longer adequate. There is therefore great need for experimerits 

<J£ the Category IIrtype which snould prove of great assistance 

in the development of more sophistioated methods of analysis 

which may then pe brought into general use via C9tegory 11and I 

experiments. 

SOME TYPICAL RESULTS GF A CATEGORY III
 

EXPERrMENT AT CAMBRIDGE
 

I believe that the majority of the model work performed 

at Cambridge in the past decade under the leadership of Professor 

Roscoe would be classed as Category Ill. Roscoe's objectives 

were always to develop new and better theories via new experimentul 

observations. Possibly the most -important aspect of Category III 

model experiments of ~oday is the detailed observation of strain 

phenomena. In order that such observations may be achieved it 

is necessary to work with relatively thin (6" - 9" thick) plilnt: 

strain models cmp loy ing t(~st tanks with I LranSpdrent' sides. Such 

models alloVl the detailed observation of soil displacements by 

photography or radiography, however only at the expense of intro

ducing side friction effects. These effects may be minimised by 

~;11 i t 'Illlc choice of materials and lubricants, but they may never 

Le.: c,);;1plctely removed. A typical test facility is shown in Fig. 7 
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which is a photograph of a model wall appa;t"at1,.l'f? Th~ wall is LJ" 

high apd the test tank a.imensions 96" ~ 60" x 7~". With this 

apparatus it is possibl~, with va~ious modes of wall movement, 

to ob~erve wall pressure di~tr~butiQns (both normal ~n4 shear) and 

the detaiLed, soil displacement and strain beh~viour. Typical 

strain results for the case of wall rotat~on qP01,.lt the top into 

dense Leighton Buzzard sand are shown in Fig.S for three stages 

of rotation, i.e. e = 0.5, 0.95 and 1~4° ~o~:t:'~spop~ing to S8, 83 

and 97% of the peak load mea~ured on the wall. T~~ full line 

contours represent values of maximum shear str~in and the broken 

lines trajectories of principal compressive strain. Considering 

Fig.8c it is quite clear that there is a ~arge concentration of 

strain at the toe of the w~ll and that a supstaptial transition 

zone of deformation origtnates from this ppi~t. Fig.9 shows the 

correspondipg observed trajectories of zero extension, i.e. 'slip 

lines' indicating a well defin~d ~one of 'plastic' deformation. 

It is clear from these figures that the mode of failure, termed 

progressive, occurs in this experiment. Figs~lO and 11 show similar 

data for loose sand. 

Typical stress ratio strain laws pbtained from the simple 

shear apparatus for dense and loose Leighton Bu~zard sand are 

shown in Fig.12. Osing these relationships in conjunction with 

the strain data shown in Figs.8 and 10 it wou~d be possible to 

define the mobilised shear,strength throughout the deforming zones 

at any stage of deforrn-ation. Restricting such an exercise to 

the centre line of the transition zone, i.e. taa line passing 

through the peaks of the shear strain contours, it is possible to 

deduce the mobilised shear strength along the cent:t:'e slip line. 

This exercise has been carried out for the data on dense sand 

presented in Fig.8 and the results are presented in Fig.13. In 
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this figu~e the ~obilisedstress ratio %(~ stn~mob) is plotted 

against the non~di~ens~Qnal dtstance al6ng the centre$lip line
 

S
 The major point pf interest in this figure is the c~rveOPQ
f-I" 

~orre~pondingto e .~ 1.4°, i.e. at app~oximate1y p,~k lo~d on 

tile wall. Only the sand at poiqt P h~s the fu~~y Wo~~lised peak 

~.tress tatio. The sand to the ~ight of P, i.~, curve PQ has yet 

to mobilis~~ts peak stress ~atio,whereas the s~rtd to the left of 

i, i.e. curve OP, has passed beyond its peak strength and is 

critical state ip~icateapproaching t~e 
. 

strength. These cu~ves 
, 

the danger inher~ntin constant ~ analyses ~nd ~he duqious nature 

of ever assuJ;tlinga ;fully mobilised ~ lnsoils ~roble;(llS, 

In order to throw more light on the strain ~eh~vioq~ in 

this problem it is useful to replot the data Sh9wn in Figs.8 

aJ1j 10 as the reciprocal of shear strain, i.e. ~ against the noo
M 

diGlensional distance along the centre line of the transition zone 
.. 

M for each stage of rotation. The results are shown in Figs.14 

3nd 15 for dense and loose sand respectively. These figures are 

surpris~ng in view of the apparently complex strain behaviour 

~ccurring in this problem. It would appear that the strain 

lcnaviour is adequately described at each stage of wall rotation 

Ly simple linear relationships. ay plotting the wall rotation 8 

divided by the shear strain, i.e. ~ against ~ it is possible to 
M 

obtain single apprOXimately unique relationships which are shown 

in Figs.16 and 17 for dense and loose sand respectively, 

If one could apply a simple kinematic theory to the 

:~rGblem under consideration and could predict relationships similar 

to those o~served, then in conjunction with an appropriate stress 

ratio strain law one would also be able to estimate the load

~~ll ctisplacement relationships. With this aim in mind a simplified 
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approach to predicting the lo~d~disp~acement relationship for 

this problem will be made in the next section. However, the 

observed strain distrib~tion laws of figs.16 and 17 will be 

employed rather than possib~e predictions. 

~ '~IWEMATIC' APPROACH TO THE SOLUTlON 

OF A PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE PROBLEM 

James a~d arapsby (1971) postulated a slip line field for 

a constant dilatation rate material which with suitable boundary 

conditions allows predictions of strain distributions throughout 

detorming +egions of a sand mass. The essential feature of the 

slip line field WaS that the bo~nding slip line, i.e. the slip 

line beyond which there was no movement, was a log spiral 

originating at the toe of the wall with its centre at the top 

of the wall, as illustrated in Fig.~8. The equation of the spiral 

is r = roe~tanv where r is the radius from the top of the wall 

to a point on the spiral, ~ the angle of this radius to the . 
vertiCal, and v the angle of di~atation, Le. v = sin

-1 
-;
v where 

~ and YM are the instantaneous volumetric and shear 
YM 

strain rates respectively. The spiral portion continues as far 

as ~ = 45 + ~ and the upper portion of the bounding slip line 

is assumed to continue as a straight line inclined at 45 - ~ 

to the hori~ontal surface. 

It will now be assumed that such a spiral and straight line 

defines the centre slip line of the transition zone, i.e. the slip 

line along which the experimental data indicate that the shear 

strains are a maximum for the problem of passive rotation of a 

wall about its upper edge. This assumption may be considered 

reasonable since for the given mode of wall movement such a slip 
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line represents the possible location of a 'kinematica~ly admissible'* 

strong displacement discontinuity, and hence also the location 

of the largest strains. Since the strains are large, significant 

mobilised shear strengths a~e also implied and hence, in order 

that stress equilibrium be maintained, the material either side 

of such a slip line mllst also suffer large strains in order to 

develop sufficient strength. Thus the slip line can be taken to 

represent the centre line Of a substantial transition zone. The 

precise boundaries of the transition zone are not easily defined 

since they are dependent not only on the kinematics of the problem 

but also upon the stress-strain properties of the soil. However, 

it is clear that the strains in the transition zone must be such 

that stress equilibrium is maintained along any slip line within it. 

For simplicity it will be assumed that a fan of slip lines originates 

at the toe Of the wall, with an included angle .of 45 - ~, and 

that the fan be inclined symetrically with respect to the centre 

slip line. The outer slip lines of this fan are con$idered to be 

the bounding slip lines of the transition zone, i.e. as portrayed 

in Fig.19. Thus the upper bounding slip line is defined by a v 

log spiral with centre 02' the centre slip line of the transition 

zone by a v log spiral with centre 01 and the iower bounding slip 

line by a v log spiral with centre 03. The above method of 

defining the transition zone and the $lip lines within it is 

somewhat arbitrary; however, for the problem under consideration 

it produces a zone of slip lines similar to those observed 

experimentally. 

The soil within the transition zone may be arbitrarily 

divided into triangular elements as shown in Fig.20. If the 

angles of the resultant stress vectors on the three sides of each 

*	 Both the log spiral and straight line portions of this slip line 
are individually kinematically admissible for a constant v material, 
however for the combination to be so the material above the slip 
line must suffer some deformation. 
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triangular element are known, then by considering the force 

equilibrium of each element and commencing the calculations from 

the uppermost triangular element, i.e. element 1 labelled HDJ 

in Fig.20(a) it is possible to establish the magnitudes of the 

resultant forces acting on every portion of the slip lines TABCD 

and TEFGHJ. Subsequently the resultant forces acting on a 

particular slip line may be summed vectorily and by consideration 

of the force equilibrium of the 'block' of material above that 

slip line the m~gnitude and direction of the resultant force on 

the wall may be determined, i.e. as shown in Fig.20(b). 

The advantages of such a method of calculation are (i) that 

both magnitude and direction of the resultant wall force are 

defined, whereas in most conventional methods the angle 0 has to 

be assumed, and (ii) that different material properties may be 

assumed for each triangular element specified in the transition 

zone. In a conventional calculation method it is usually assumed 

that lines of slip are also planes of maximum stress obliquity, 

and thus the angles of the stress vectors along such a line are 

usually assumed to be at ~ to the.normals. In the present cal

culation since the slip lines are lines of zero extension the 

stress vector will be inclined at t to the nOrmal as shown in 

Fig.20(b). The relationship between sin~, the mobilised shearing. 
resistance, v, the dilatation rate (i.e. sinv = ~ land t is given 

~ by equation 1. 

sin~ cosv 
m (1 )tan t = 

1 - sin~msinv 

which is obtained directly from Mohr's circles of stress and 

strain rate by assuming that axes of stress and of strain rate 

are coincident. 
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Employing the empirical relationship YM = 1.47 ~e 

in the case of dense sand, it is possible to assess an average 

magnitude of the shear strain appropriate to each triangular 

element. Using these magnitudes in conjunction with a stress 

ratio shear strain law, a value of mobilised shearing resistance 

may be defined. Thus S, for each element, may be defined for any 

specific angle of wall rotation by inserting the appropriate 
v is 

values of ~ and v (/assumed constant and equal to 20° for dense m 
Leighton Buzzard sand) into Equation 1. In the case of loose 

sand the empirical relationship YM = 1.16 ~e and v = 0° have been 

employed. The angle of the stress vector on those sides of a 

triangular element which are common to two elements, such as 

side OH (Fig.20(a» is defined from the Mohr's circle of stress 

appropriate to the right hand element for the elements as drawn 

in Fig.20. The results of a series of calculations using the 

method outlined briefly above are given in Figs.21 and 22 

together with experimental observations. 

Fig.21 presents a plot of passive earth pressure coefficient 

K multiplied by sec 6 versus angle of wall rotntion e. Fig.22p . 

presents tjl~ mobilised angle of wall friction versus B. 

In both diagrams the full lines relate to the theoretical 

calculations and the broken lines to the oLservations. 

Considering dense sand first, the degree of correlation 

up to peak between observed and predicted mobilised earth pressure 

coefficient is good. The correlation beyond peak is poor, i.e. 

portions of the curves PQ and PR are quite unrelated; however, 

this may have been anticipated since beoyond peak it is known 

that strong discontinuities form within the sand mass and hence 
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the empirical strain relationship (YM ; 1.47 ~e ) employed for 

dense sand is no longer applicable. When such strong discontinuities 

form the strains become very large and the mobilised ~hearing 

resistance will quickly drop to the critical state value. 

To some extent the good agreement between tne theory and 

experiment over curve portions OP must be considered fortuitous 

since it is known that the experimentally determined passive 

earth pressure coefficients include the effects of t~nk side 

friction. Nevertheless, in view of the magnitude of the assumptions 

made and the simplicity of the calculation procedure the degree 

of correlation is encouraging. 

Considering the results for loose sand the degree of 

correlation at large angles of wall rotation is good but deteriorates 

in the early stages of wall movement. In this case one would 

expect good correla~ion at peak since strong discontinuities do 

not form at large wall rotations. However, poorer correlation 

would be expected at the smaller angles of wall movement since it 

is known that the loose sand suffers substantial contraction 

during the early stages of shear deformation (i.e. v < 0), whereas 

for simplicity in the loose calculations v was assumed equal to 

zero. The corresponding mobilised angle of wall friction data 

presented in Fig.22 indicate a good correlation for the loose sand 

and a much less satisfactory correlation for the dense sand. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

My primary objectives in this paper have been to classify 

model testing dependent upon the immediate goals of the tests, and 

to indicate the value of the more academic Category III test. It 
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was stated that Category I tests, in general, are difficult to 

perform within the laboratory due to problems associated with 

modelling the soil. However,centrifugalmodel testing is 

expected to increase the attraction of th~ type of test since it 

allows the use of prototype soils at prototype stress levels. 

From the point of view of advancing our knowledge and 

developing new and better methods of analysis Category 11 and 

Category III tests offer the most profitable approach. In the 

long term it is anticipated that finite element analysis employing 

laboratory determined soil parameters will be able to give accurate 

predictions of the behaviour of complex full scale prototype 

structures; however before that day can arrive model testing has \ 
a vital role to perform by providing data for detailed comparison j 

i 

between prediction and reality. 

In the latter part of the paper it was shown how a 

Category III type experiment could shed light on the phenomena 

of progressive failure. Subsequently an empirical approach to 

predict the load displacement relationship for the problem considered 

was made. The results illustrate the limitations of the simple 

approach; however they also illustrate the importance of taking 

strains into consideration. There is a serious gap in our 

theoretical and experimental knowledge of the kinematic behaviour 

in soils problems which urgently needs to be filled. There are 

numerous static stress field solutions to soils problems which 

employ a constant ~ idealisation, but such solutions usually take 

no account of the kinematics or the effects of strains (see 

Davis (1968)). There are precious few complete kinematic solutions 
• 

and solutions which satisfy kinematic considerations, static stress 
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field requirements and the real stress strain laws of soil 

are almost unknown. Only when all three requirements are 

satisfied simultaneously will satisfactory load displacement 

predictions be possible. 

Thus a more detailed theoretical and experimental study 

of soil kinematics, via Category III type experimentation, is 
r 

likely to prove a rewarding and valuable exercise. 
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